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Abstract: Structures of protonated dipeptides containing N-terminal Gly, Val, Pro, Lys, His, or Arg and
C-terminal Arg are investigated with infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy between
900 and 1850 cm-1 and theory. The IRMPD spectra clearly indicate that, when Gly, Val, Pro, Lys, or His
are N-terminal to Arg, these protonated dipeptides adopt gas-phase structures with a single formal charge
site (SCS), whereas ArgArg ·H+ has a salt-bridge (SB) structure in which the C-terminus is deprotonated
and two basic sites are protonated. There are only subtle differences in the IRMPD spectra for dipeptides
containing Gly, Val, Pro, and Lys. A sharp, intense peak at 1080 cm-1 is observed for HisArg ·H+ that is
attributed to the neutral histidine side chain, an assignment that is confirmed by comparison to the IRMPD
spectrum of (HisArg ·H2)2+. Lowest-energy B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) structures and energies for the SCS and
SB forms of these protonated dipeptides indicate that stability of the SB form relative to the SCS form
generally increases with increasing gas-phase basicity of the N-terminal amino acid, but only ArgArg ·H+

is calculated to have a SB ground state at 298 K, in agreement with the results from IRMPD spectroscopy.
This is the first direct experimental evidence for a salt-bridge structure in a gaseous protonated peptide,
and ArgArg ·H+ is the smallest protonated peptide for which a SB structure has been reported. These
results suggest that SB structures should be common for protonated peptides containing at least two arginine
residues and may also occur for large protonated peptides or proteins with at least one arginine residue
and other basic residues, such as lysine or histidine.

Introduction

Ionic interactions play a central role in the chemistry of amino
acids, peptides, and proteins. Amino acids are zwitterionic in
aqueous solution, and in peptides and proteins, basic and acidic
residues can form salt bridges in which the protonated side chain
of a basic residue interacts with a deprotonated side chain of
an acidic residue. Salt bridge formation can either stabilize or
destabilize the folded structure of proteins1-6 and often occurs
in protein-protein interfaces.7-10 While common in aqueous
solution, salt bridges can also occur in the absence of solvent.
Although the naturally occurring amino acids are nonzwitterionic

in isolation, attachment of a metal cation,11-33 an electron,34,35

or water molecules36-38 can make the zwitterionic forms of
some amino acids more stable. Intramolecular salt bridges have
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also been implicated in the structures of gaseous peptides and
proteins,39-42 as well as in their dissociation,42-46 and H/D
exchange reactivity.47-49

Because of the important role that salt bridges play in the
reactivity and structures of peptides and proteins both in solution
and in the gas phase, much effort has gone into investigating
various factors that contribute to salt-bridge stability, including
gas-phase basicity of the proton accepting site,15,21,24-27,50-54

gas-phase acidity of the deprotonation site,29 molecular orienta-
tion,55 and charge solvation.25-33,36,55-57 Structural information
about cationized amino acids has been inferred from various

dissociation energy,18,54,58,59 ion mobility,15,21 and H/D ex-
change60 measurements. Because arginine is the most basic
amino acid, its propensity to form salt bridges is especially
important to understand. Attachment of an electron,34,35 a larger
metal cation (Na, K, or Cs, but not Li or Ag),11,24,25 divalent
metal cations (Ba or Sr),28 other arginine molecules,61 or a
protonated arginine cation41,58 can result in the zwitterionic form
of arginine being most stable. Because zwitterions typically have
large dipole moments, they can be stabilized by an electric field
from a nearby charge. The nonzwitterionic forms can also be
stabilized in charge-solvated structures in which heteroatoms
interact with and donate electron density to the nearby charge.

Despite a significant and growing body of evidence that salt-
bridge structures can be stable in complexes without any solvent,
evidence for the role of stable salt bridges in the structures and
reactivities of protonated peptides and proteins is indirect. Salt-
bridge intermediates have been proposed to explain backbone
cleavages at acidic residues,46,62 intermolecular proton transfer,50,51

and in the H/D exchange reactivity at acidic sites in peptides
and proteins.47,48 A stable salt-bridge structure for singly
protonated bradykinin, a nonapeptide with arginine residues at
each terminus, has been inferred based on blackbody infrared
radiative dissociation (BIRD),42 H/D exchange,49,63,64 ion
mobility measurements,65 loss of small molecules in ultraviolet
photodissociation experiments,66 and theory.41,67 A stable salt-
bridge structure for higher charge states of multiply protonated
ubiquitin is indicated from BIRD measurements to explain facile
and entropically favored cleavage of the backbone amide bond
near acidic residues.62

Because IRMPD spectroscopy has provided some of the most
detailed information about salt-bridge formation in a variety of
ionic clusters with attached cations,22-30,36,55,56,68-72 its use for
investigating salt bridges in protonated peptides, for which only
indirect evidence has been reported, appears to be particularly
promising. IRMPD spectroscopy using light generated by a free
electron laser was used to study the protonated pentapeptide
leucine enkephalin and its dissociation products to elucidate the
role of mobile protons.73 Several small, singly protonated
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peptideshavealsobeeninvestigatedwithIRMPDspectroscopy74-78

and IR-UV double-resonance spectroscopy.79-83 No evidence
for zwitterionic or salt-bridge structures was found for any of
these ions.

Previous IRMPD results55 with ArgGly ·M+ and GlyArg ·M+,
M ) Li, Na, K, and Cs, indicate that the sequence of the amino
acids in these two dipeptides is important for the relative
stabilities of the salt-bridge structures. The propensity of
ArgGly ·M+ to form a salt-bridge structure is lower than that
of the corresponding Arg ·M+, whereas that for GlyArg ·M+ is
greater. This was attributed to a more favorable linear orientation
of formal charge sites in the salt-bridge form possible for the
latter and not to differences in gas-phase basicity. Here, we
investigate the propensity of the protonated dipeptides
XxxArg ·H+, Xxx ) Gly, Val, Pro, Lys, His, and Arg, to form
salt-bridge structures where a favorable quasilinear arrangement
of formal charge sites is possible. These results show that salt-
bridge stability is related to the basicity of the N-terminal amino
acid and provide unambiguous evidence that the most stable
form of ArgArg ·H+ is a salt-bridge structure in which both
arginine residues are protonated and the C-terminus is depro-
tonated. This is the first direct evidence for a salt bridge in a
protonated peptide and it is also the smallest protonated peptide
for which a stable salt-bridge form has been reported. These
results strongly indicate that stable salt bridges should be
common in larger protonated peptides and proteins containing
multiple arginine residues.

Experimental Section

IRMPD Spectroscopy. A 4.7 Fourier-transform ion cyclotron
resonance mass spectrometer coupled with a free electron laser
(FELIX), which produces tunable infrared radiation, was used to
collect IRMPD spectra. Detailed descriptions of the instrument84

and experimental methods85 can be found elsewhere. The 60/40
water/methanol solutions containing XxxArg, Xxx ) Val, Pro, Lys,
His, or Arg (BaChem Distribution Services GmbH, Weil am Rhein,
Germany; ProArg, LysArg, and ArgArg obtained as acetate salts)
were prepared at a 2 mM concentration. Acetic acid (2.5 mM) was
added to solutions used to generate protonated dipeptides. Ions were
introduced into the mass spectrometer using electrospray ionization
at an infusion rate of 10-15 µL/min. Precursor ions were isolated
using stored waveform inverse Fourier transforms and subsequently
irradiated for 3 s with tunable radiation from FELIX at a macropulse

repetition rate of 5 Hz. The same irradiation time was used over
the full frequency range scanned for each IRMPD spectrum, and
irradiation times were optimized to produce extensive, but not
complete fragmentation of the precursor ion at the frequency of
maximum absorption. Fragmentation of ArgArg ·H+ in the region
∼1350-1700 cm-1 was very extensive, so this spectrum was
reacquired with 5 dB attenuation of the laser power to reduce peak
broadening in this region due to saturation effects.

Computations. A detailed description of GlyArgH+ calculated
structures, energies, and absorption spectra were reported previ-
ously.55 Low-energy structures for XxxArg ·H+, Xxx ) Val, Pro,
Lys, His, Arg, were generated with Monte Carlo conformational
searching using the MMFFs force field as implemented in Mac-
romodel 9.1 (Schrödinger, Inc., Portland, OR) in combination with
chemical intuition. At least 30 000 structures were identified for
the single charge site (SCS) and salt-bridge (SB) forms of each of
these protonated dipeptides. The resulting low-energy structures
were separated into families based on similarities in conformation.
Geometries of representative structures from these families were
optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory in Jaguar v. 7.5
(Schrödinger, Inc., Portland, OR). All B3LYP/6-31G* structures
were then further optimized and harmonic oscillator vibrational
frequencies and intensities calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)
level of theory in Q-Chem v. 3.1.86 All B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)
structures were found to have all real vibrational frequencies,
indicating that they are minima on the potential energy surface.
Zero-point and temperature corrections at 298 K to electronic
energies as well as entropies were calculated using unscaled
vibrational frequencies, and Gibbs free energies at 298 K were
obtained from these 298 K enthalpies and entropies. All calculated
spectra are plotted with frequencies scaled by 0.975 (a scaling factor
found previously to give reasonable agreement with experimental
spectra in similar systems26,27,29,30,55,57,87), and peak shapes are
approximated by convolution with a 30 cm-1 fwhm Lorentzian
profile.

Results and Discussion

IRMPD Spectroscopy. IRMPD of XxxArg ·H+, Xxx ) Gly,55

Val, Pro, Lys, His, and Arg results in the formation of a variety
of product ions, and the major IRMPD product ions (>10% of
the total observed product ion population) are listed in Table 1.
Loss of a water molecule was observed for all of the protonated
dipeptides investigated and was the dominant product ion for
Xxx ) Pro, His, and Arg. Major products for Xxx ) Val were
largely analogous to those previously reported for Xxx ) Gly.55

Loss of the amino acid Xxx was observed for Xxx ) Gly, Val,
and Pro, and the y1 ion (formed by cleavage of the amide C-N
bond) was a major product for Xxx ) Val, Pro, Lys, and His.

An IRMPD yield was determined from the precursor (Ip)
intensity and the sum of the fragment ion intensities (If) after
laser irradiation at each frequency:

and this was normalized linearly with laser power to roughly
account for the change in laser power as a function of photon
energy. IRMPD spectra were obtained for XxxArg ·H+, Xxx )
Gly,55 Val, Pro, Lys, His, and Arg, and (YyyArg ·H2)2+, Yyy
) His and Arg, over the range ∼900-1850 cm-1, and these
data are shown in Figures 1-3.

The singly protonated dipeptides can adopt structures in which
there is a single formal charge site (SCS) where protonation
occurs, or they can adopt a SB structure in which the C-terminus
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is deprotonated and two basic sites are protonated. These two
structures are illustrated schematically above for ArgArg ·H+

(Scheme 1):
Because the arginine side chain is significantly more basic

than other basic functional groups in all of the dipeptides
investigated, protonation likely occurs on the arginine side chain
in both the SCS and SB structures.

IRMPD Spectra of XxxArg ·H+, Xxx ) Gly, Val, Pro, and
Lys. The IRMPD spectra of XxxArg ·H+, Xxx ) Gly, Val, Pro,
and Lys (Figure 1) are remarkably similar to each other over
the region investigated (950-1800 cm-1). Each spectrum has

Table 1. Precursor and Major Product Ionsa from IRMPD
Spectroscopy

complex studied product ion m/z assignment

GlyArg ·H+ 157 Loss of glycine
(m/z 232) 158 Loss of glycinamide

172 Loss of 60 Da
214 - H2O
215 - NH3

ValArg ·H+ 157 Loss of valine
(m/z 274) 158 Loss of valinamide

175 y1

256 - H2O
257 - NH3

ProArg ·H+ 70 C4H8N+

(m/z 272) 157 Loss of proline
175 y1

254b - H2O
LysArg ·H+ 175b y1

(m/z 303) 273 - CH2O
285 - H2O

HisArg ·H+ 175 y1

(m/z 312) 294b - H2O
ArgArg ·H+ 253 Loss of 60 Da and H2O
(m/z 331) 271 Loss of 60 Da

313b - H2O

a Major products are defined as those that constitute at least 10% of
the observed product ion population for a given complex. b Indicates
product ions that form at least 40% of the observed product ion
population.

Figure 1. IRMPD spectra of protonated peptides at 298 K.

Figure 2. IRMPD spectra of singly and doubly protonated HisArg at 298
K.

Figure 3. IRMPD spectra of singly and doubly protonated ArgArg at 298
K.

Scheme 1
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intense bands centered around 1150 and 1780 cm-1, which are
attributed to the hydroxyl in-plane bend and carbonyl stretch
of an endo carboxylic acid group, respectively, based on
previous results for other protonated and cationized amino
acids24,26,29,30,57 and dipeptides.55,87 These two bands unambigu-
ously show that these four protonated dipeptides adopt SCS
structures.

The most intense feature in these spectra occurs from
1600-1700 cm-1, a region associated with arginine side chain
NH bends, a trans amide carbonyl, and amine group NH bends,
all of which can be strong IR chromophores.22,26,27,29,55,87,88

Because of the spectral congestion, assigning contributions of
individual modes to this broad band is challenging. Strong
photodissociation also occurs around 1530 cm-1 and is assigned
to the in-plane NH bend of a trans amide group. A weaker
feature between 1300 and 1400 cm-1 previously attributed55 to
R-CH bending modes for GlyArg ·H+ is observed for each of
these dipeptides.

The IRMPD spectra of XxxArg ·H+, Xxx ) Gly, Val, Pro,
and Lys, are nearly the same even though the C-terminal amino
acids in these ions have significantly different structures.
Because the spectral resolution obtained is insufficient to
distinguish these ions, a detailed structural analysis of the
conformation of the Xxx side chains based on these IRMPD
spectra is not highly informative. There are, however, some
minor differences between these spectra. Notably, the relative
intensities of the in-plane hydroxyl bend (∼1150 cm-1) and the
carboxylic acid carbonyl stretch (∼1780 cm-1) differ. This
variation is especially surprising between GlyArg ·H+ and
ValArg ·H+, because these two protonated dipeptides differ only
by an aliphatic side chain, which is unlikely to couple strongly
to carboxylic acid vibrational modes. The ∼1150 cm-1 band is
also blue-shifted by ∼15 cm-1 for LysArg ·H+ relative to that
in XxxArg ·H+, Xxx ) Gly, Val, and Pro, but the carboxylic
acid carbonyl group does not blue-shift, suggesting that the
geometry or chemical environment of the carboxylic acid group
in LysArg ·H+ is slightly different from that of the other three
protonated peptides. A band at ∼1600 cm-1 corresponding to
lysine side chain NH bending modes, as observed for Lys ·H+

and protonated ε-N-methyllysine,26 is not present as a distinct
feature in the spectrum of LysArg ·H+ and is likely buried
beneath the very intense feature from 1600-1700 cm-1 (vide
supra). Although an intense, sharp feature at 1656 cm-1

corresponding to the NH2 scissoring mode has been reported
for the SB form of sodiated proline22 (although not for
potassiated proline,68 which has a similar structure), no sharp,
resolved features attributable to the proline ring NH bending
modes are observed from 1600-1700 cm-1 for ProArg ·H+.

IRMPD Spectra of HisArg ·H+ and (HisArg ·H2)2+. As is the
case for Gly, Val, Pro, and Lys C-terminal to Arg, the intense
endo carboxylic acid carbonyl stretch (1788 cm-1) and in-plane
hydroxyl bend (∼1150 cm-1) in the IRMPD spectrum of
HisArg ·H+ clearly indicate that this protonated dipeptide adopts
a SCS structure. A strikingly sharp feature at 1080 cm-1 is too
low in frequency to be the hydroxyl in-plane bend of a second
conformer. This region of the infrared spectrum of condensed-
phase imidazole,89 an analogue for the histidine side chain,
contains bands due to CN stretches and in-plane CH and NH
bends. This similarity and the narrowness of the 1080 cm-1

band suggest that it arises from a histidine side chain bending
or stretching mode, which is much less “floppy” than those in
the side chains of the other dipeptides due to the rigid, planar
structure of the aromatic ring.

Further support for the assignment of the 1080 cm-1 band as
a signature of the histidine side chain comes in comparing this
spectrum to the IRMPD spectrum of (HisArg ·H2)2+ (Figure 2),
where this band is substantially weaker. Because 5-methylimi-
dazole, a model of the histidine side chain, has a substantially
higher gas-phase basicity (∼920 kJ/mol) than glycine (848 kJ/
mol),90 it is very likely that the histidine side chain of
(HisArg ·H2)2+ is protonated, which should alter the frequencies
and intensities of the histidine side chain CN stretches and in-
plane CH and NH bends from those of neutral histidine side
chain. The carboxylic acid carbonyl stretch is red-shifted in this
spectrum to 1746 cm-1, likely due to hydrogen bonding to one
of the protonated side chains. This is consistent with the
electrostatic repulsion between the protonated arginine and
histidine side chains, which should make interaction of either
side chain with the carboxylic acid carbonyl oxygen more
favorable than direct interaction between the two side chains.

IRMPD Spectra of ArgArg ·H+ and (ArgArg ·H2)2+. In
striking contrast to the other singly protonated dipeptides, there
are no bands corresponding to a carboxylic acid carbonyl stretch
or in-plane hydroxyl bend in the spectrum of ArgArg ·H+

(Figure 1). A band at 1553 cm-1 in the spectrum of ArgArg ·H+

is not present in the spectra of the other singly protonated
peptides investigated. Photodissociation in this region is con-
sistent with a carboxylate asymmetric stretch.24,26,30,55 These
results strongly indicate that ArgArg ·H+ adopts a SB structure
in which both arginine side chains are protonated and the
C-terminus is deprotonated.

The assignment of a SB structure for ArgArg ·H+ is supported
by comparison to the IRMPD spectrum of (ArgArg ·H2)2+. In
contrast to ArgArg ·H+, the presence of a carboxylic acid
carbonyl stretch band at ∼1740 cm-1 and an intense in-plane
hydroxyl bend at ∼1150 cm-1 in the spectrum of (ArgArg ·H2)2+

(Figure 3), as well as the absence of the band at 1553 cm-1 in
the spectrum (ArgArg ·H2)2+, indicate that the C-terminus is not
deprotonated in the doubly protonated peptide. Because the
guanidino group of arginine is substantially more basic (>90
kJ/mol) than glycine, a model system for protonation of the
N-terminus, both side chains of (ArgArg ·H2)2+ are likely to be
protonated, as in the SB form of ArgArg ·H+. The significant
differences in the relative intensities of the two features between
1600 and 1700 cm-1 in the IRMPD spectra of ArgArg ·H+ and
(ArgArg ·H2)2+ may be due to a difference in hydrogen-bonding
structure between the arginine side chains and the C-terminal
oxygen atom in these two ions.

Neutral Water Molecule Loss. One of the major fragmentation
pathways for all the protonated dipeptides upon IRMPD is the
loss of a neutral water molecule (Table 1). This is the dominant
fragmentation pathway observed for ArgArg ·H+ (∼45%),
despite the clear indication from the IRMPD spectra that
ArgArg ·H+ adopts a SB structure. For the loss of a neutral water
molecule from a SB structure to occur, a proton and a hydrogen
atom must be transferred to the carboxylate group. Thus, a SCS
structure must be an intermediate in this fragmentation pathway.
The absence of a carboxylic acid carbonyl stretch in the
spectrum of ArgArg ·H+ indicates that this intermediate structure
is not reflected in the IRMPD spectrum, that is, the IRMPD(88) Polfer, N. C.; Oomens, J.; Dunbar, R. C. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys.

2006, 8, 2744–2751.
(89) Marcia Cordes, d. N. D.; Walter, J. L. Spectrochim. Acta, Part A 1968,

24, 237–252. (90) Harrison, A. G. Mass Spectrom. ReV. 1997, 16, 201–217.
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spectrum must more closely resemble the absorption spectrum
of the ground state SB structure. These results are consistent
with previous IRMPD spectroscopy experiments on alkali metal
cationized ArgGly and GlyArg, for which SB structures were
found to dissociate by loss of a water molecule as a major
fragmentation pathway as well.55 Loss of water has also been
observed for lithiated azetidine-2-carboxylic acid (a proline
analogue) even though binding energy measurements and theory
indicate a zwitterionic structure.59 These results provide further
evidence that the loss of small neutral molecules upon ion acti-
vation, which has been used to infer structural information,11,66,91

is not a reliable indicator of the presence of salt bridges.
Calculated SCS and SB Structures. Lowest-energy B3LYP/

6-31+G(d,p) structures of the SCS and SB forms of
XxxArg ·H+, Xxx ) Val, Pro, Lys, His, and Arg, are shown in
Figure 4. The conformational space for each of the protonated
dipeptides investigated is very large, so it is possible that there
are even lower-energy conformers that were not identified in
this search. The only candidate SB structure for GlyArg ·H+

identified at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory minimized to a
SCS structure at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory. In
the lowest-energy SCS structures for each of these protonated
dipeptides, solvation of the protonated arginine side chain by
the amide carbonyl oxygen occurs. An endo conformation of
the carboxylic acid is most stable for the SCS structure for all
but HisArg ·H+, for which the lowest-energy exo structure
(Figure 3) is calculated to be 19 kJ/mol more stable than the
lowest-energy endo conformation. Stability is gained for this
exo SCS structure of HisArg ·H+ by the donation of a hydrogen
bond from the hydroxyl group to the histidine side chain and
from the arginine side chain to the hydroxyl oxygen. Such an
exo structure is less favorable for LysArg ·H+ and ArgArg ·H+

likely due to their longer side chains, which create less strain
than the shorter histidine side chain when interacting directly
with the charge site.

The lowest-energy SB structures calculated for these ions also
share some common features. Each of the two protonation sites
in these SB structures interacts primarily with one carboxylate
oxygen to form a quasilinear arrangement of formal charge sites.
The only exception is LysArg ·H+, for which the protonated
lysine side chain donates a second ionic hydrogen bond to the
amide carbonyl oxygen, resulting in a somewhat less linear

arrangement of formal charge sites. Solvation of positive charge
by an amide carbonyl oxygen, which is present for metal
cationized glutamine27 and dipeptides55,87 as well as all of the
lowest-energy SCS forms of the singly protonated dipeptides
investigated here, occurs only for the lowest-energy SB structure
of LysArg ·H+. In each of these SB structure, interaction of the
Xxx protonation site with the carboxylate group induces ring
strain. Unlike Pro and His, in which the protonation sites are
comparatively much closer to the carboxylate group, the longer,
floppier Lys side chain can accommodate the additional ring
strain induced upon charge solvation by the amide carbonyl
oxygen.

Comparison to Calculated Spectra. A detailed analysis of
GlyArg ·H+ comparing its experimental IRMPD spectrum and
calculated IR absorption spectra was reported elsewhere.55

Figure 5 shows the experimental spectra of ProArg ·H+ and
LysArg ·H+ along with the IR absorption spectra calculated for
the lowest-energy SCS and SB structures discussed above, as
well as a second low-energy single-charge-site structure (SCS*).
The experimental spectra of both of these dipeptides are
remarkably similar to each other and to that of GlyArg ·H+,
indicating that the extent of structural information that can be
gained by detailed comparisons to calculated spectra is limited.
The calculated spectrum of the SCS structure for ProArg ·H+

is consistent with all of the major features in the experimental
spectrum, indicating that this or similar structures are likely
dominant in the experimental ion population. The SCS* structure
for ProArg ·H+ differs from the lowest-energy SCS structure
in that the carboxylic acid carbonyl oxygen is hydrogen-bonded
to the Arg side chain and the hydroxyl hydrogen is hydrogen-
bonded to the amide oxygen. These two structural differences
are reflected in the calculated spectra, where the carboxylic acid
carbonyl stretch is substantially red-shifted from that of the SCS
structure and the in-plane hydroxyl bend is considerably weaker.
This suggests that structures with hydrogen-bonded carboxylic
acid oxygen atoms do not contribute substantially to the ion
population. The calculated spectrum of the SB structure for
ProArg ·H+ is clearly a poor match to experiment, having no
band from 1750-1800 cm-1 nor any strong features from
1100-1150 cm-1.

For LysArg ·H+, the SCS* structure differs from the SCS
structure (Figure 5) in that different Arg side chain NH groups
are coordinated to the amide oxygen and Lys side chain nitrogen
atom. This structure is calculated to be slightly higher in energy
(by 1.8 kJ/mol) than the SB structure described above, but this

(91) Schäfer, M.; Schmuck, C.; Geiger, L.; Chalmers, M. J.; Hendrickson,
C. L.; Marshall, A. G. Int. J. Mass Spectrom. 2004, 237, 33–45.

Figure 4. Lowest-energy B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) SCS and SB structures at 298 K for singly protonated dipeptides. No stable SB form was identified at this
level of theory for GlyArg ·H+.
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energy difference is likely within the uncertainy of the calcula-
tions. Although some minor differences in the spectra of these
two structures are calculated, both the SCS and SCS* structures
are consistent with the experimental spectrum. Thus, substantial
populations of both structures, or other similar structures, may
be present in the experimental ion population. The SB structure
for LysArg ·H+ can clearly be eliminated based on the absence
of calculated absorption features for these structures from
1750-1800 and 1100-1150 cm-1.

Figure 6 shows the experimental spectrum of ArgArg ·H+

along with the calculated lowest-energy SCS and SB structures
(described above), as well as a somewhat higher-energy salt-
bridge structure (SB*) and its calculated spectrum. The SCS
structure can be eliminated as a major component of the
experimental ion population based on the predicted carboxylic
acid carbonyl stretch feature at ∼1780 cm-1, which is clearly
absent in the experimental spectrum. The calculated spectra of
both the SB and SB* structures are consistent with the
experimental spectrum. Both of these structures, as well as other
similar structures, therefore likely contribute to the ion population.

These comparisons illustrate that the lowest-energy structures
calculated for these protonated dipeptides are consistent with
experiment and with structural assignments based on previous
results for amino acids and peptides. In particular, the calculated
spectra clearly show differences between SCS and SB structures
and between different conformations of carboxylic acid groups,

which can aid in the assignment of experimental spectra.
Although other spectral differences due to alternative side chain
conformations are calculated for these ions, the experimental
spectra can be consistent with several different structures, so
that a more detailed structural assignment based on these data
alone is difficult.

Effects of Gas-Phase Basicity. The differences in Gibbs free
energy at 298 K between the SCS and SB forms of XxxArg ·H+,
Xxx ) Val, Pro, Lys, His, and Arg, as a function of the basicity
differences between the N-terminal amino acid are shown in
Figure 7. Only for ArgArg ·H+ is the SB form calculated to be
more stable, although the difference in energy for the SCS and
SB forms of LysArg ·H+ is only 1.4 (3.6) kJ/mol at 0 (298) K.
The computational results are in good agreement with the
experimental results which show that only ArgArg ·H+ adopts
a SB structure. This is consistent with calculations that predict
a ground state SB structure for a related ion, protonated arginine
with a guanidino group in place of an N-terminal amine group.52

There is a general trend between the stability of the SB form
and the basicity of the N-terminal amino acid, although this
relationship is clearly not direct. The apparently unusual relative
stability of the SB form of LysArg ·H+ compared to that of
ProArg ·H+ and HisArg ·H+ may be attributable in part to
solvation of the Lys side chain protonation site by the amide
carbonyl oxygen, which does not occur for ProArg ·H+ and
HisArg ·H+ likely due to their shorter side chains (vide supra).

Figure 5. IRMPD spectra and calculated low-energy structures and spectra of ProArg ·H+ and LysArg ·H+, with relative 298 K Gibbs free energies (kJ/
mol) calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory.
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The lowest-energy SB forms for XxxArg ·H+, Xxx ) Val, Pro,
His, and Arg all have a nearly linear arrangement of formal charge
sites. Previous results with GlyArg ·M+ and ArgGly ·M+, M )
H, Li, Na, K, and Cs, showed that GlyArg ·M+ has a greater

propensity to form stable SB structures despite the fact that these
two peptides have essentially identical gas-phase basicities, a result
attributed to a more linear orientation of formal charge sites possible
in the SB form of GlyArg ·M+.55 Because a C-terminal arginine
makes possible a quasilinear formal charge site geometry in the
SB structure of all these dipeptides, the change in the relative
stability of the SB and SCS structures is most directly related to
the gas-phase basicity of the N-terminal residue.

Conclusions

The role of the N-terminal amino acid in stabilizing the salt-
bridge form of protonated dipeptides, XxxArg ·H+, Xxx )
Gly,55 Val, Pro, Lys, His, and Arg, was investigated with
IRMPD spectroscopy and hybrid density functional theory. The
spectra for Xxx ) Gly, Val, Pro, Lys, and His clearly indicate
that these ions form structures in which protonation occurs at a
single site. The spectra for Xxx ) Gly, Val, Pro, and Lys differ
only slightly, but a signature peak due to a neutral histidine
side chain was identified for HisArg ·H+ at 1080 cm-1 and
confirmed by comparison to the spectrum of (HisArg ·H2)2+.
In contrast to the sharp NH2 scissoring mode reported for the
protonated pyrrolidine ring in sodiated proline22 (which is not
observed for potassiated proline despite its nearly identical
structure68), this intense, unusually narrow feature due to the
histidine side chain occurs in a less congested region of the
spectrum and may prove useful in the analysis of IRMPD spectra
of other histidine-containing peptides.

In striking contrast, the IRMPD spectrum of ArgArg ·H+ clearly
indicates that this ion adopts a salt-bridge structure in which two
basic sites are protonated and the C-terminus is deprotonated, a
result that is in agreement with theory. There is a general trend in
increasing stability of the SB form with increasing gas-phase
basicity of the N-terminal amino acid, although this trend is not
direct. Calculations indicate that the dipeptides with histidine and
lysine residues are not sufficiently basic to stabilize the SB form
preferentially, in agreement with the experimental data. These
results are the first direct experimental evidence for a stable salt-
bridge structure in a protonated peptide, and ArgArg ·H+ is the
smallest peptide for which a salt bridge has been reported. These
results indicate that salt-bridge structures should be common in
larger protonated peptides that have at least two arginine residues
and a carboxylic acid group. Such structures may also be common
for larger peptides containing just a single arginine residue and a
basic residue, such as Lys or His, where significant charge solvation
of the formal charge sites can occur. Investigation of larger peptides
should provide useful information about the role of salt bridges in
the structures and reactivity of gas-phase ions as well as the role
of intramolecular solvation in salt-bridge stability that may provide
useful insights into the stability of salt bridges in the interior of
proteins and at protein-protein interfaces in solution.
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Figure 6. IRMPD spectra and calculated low-energy structures and spectra
of ArgArg ·H+, with relative 298 K Gibbs free energies (kJ/mol) calculated
at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory.

Figure 7. Differences in Gibbs free energy at 298 K (kJ/mol) between the
lowest-energy SB and SCS forms of singly protonated dipeptides
XxxArg ·H+ as a function of the gas-phase basicity of the amino acid Xxx
relative to that of Val. Positive values of ∆GSB-SCS correspond to a SCS
ground state, and positive values of ∆GBXxx-Val correspond to Xxx being
more basic than Val.
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